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SUMMARY

An investigation has been conducted at the NACA full-

sc~le tunnel “for the purpose of develop-lnga target which. .

can be towe’dsatisfactorily at high speeds.
..

The’tests included drag measurements and visqal obser-

vations of the stability characteristics of several full-size
,.

and l/3-scale nodels of sleeve-type tow tarflets~ A few

tests were also made to determine the stability character-

istics of a ri.gld-typetow target. The effects of fabric

porosity on the dra~ and stability characteristics of the. .

targets were Investigated. Fins were added to some of the. .

targets In an attempt to improve their stability character-. .

isttcs.
.. ..

The drag coefficients obtained for the currently used

tar~ets were found to be excessively @ig~. Reducing the

fabric porosl”tyreduced the drag but also decreased the sta-
.

blllty of.tihetargets, The addition of fins to sleeve-type

targets did not provide satisfactory stabtlity. In general,

the EngllAh type target, wfich has a tall diameter larger
. . .
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than the nose dlameter”and ”restr~cts”t-hamajor portion of

the air’leakage to the blunt tail, was found to be the most

satlsfacto~ of the sleeve-type targets. ~he rigid-type

target, which has a much lower drag than any of the sleeve-

type targets, ehould possess satisfactory stability for
.

high-speed towlnfl.

INTRODUCTION

The tow targets currently used by the Navy have become. .

inadequate for realistic antiaircraft training. The9e

targets have an excessive drag which greatly reduces the

speed of the towlnfiairplane and imposes such high loads

upon the extsting towin~ equipment that satisfactory towing

cannot be obtained at speeds ~reater than 150 miles per hour.

In order to develop a hi~>-speed antiaircraft target capable
.

of being towed in flight at 300 miles per hour Inculcated

airspeed with suitable stability, an investigation was con-

ducted at the request of the Pureau of Ordnance, Navy

Department, in the NACA full-scale tunnel.

A summary of previous experimental investi~atlons of

tow tarpets by the lTavyDepartment is given In reference 1.

The present investi~ation included drag measurements and

observations In the wind-tunnel of the flirht characteris-

tics of several full-size tow targets currently used by the

Navy and of.a full-size open-nose streamline target desi~ed

at the LMAL, In addition, l/3-scale models of several
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-sleeve-type
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tow targets were tested to establish the merits

of dlfi’erenttarget.dasigns.. FirM of v.ariotissizes were

added to one of the designs to determine their’effective- .

ness In improving the stabtllty of the model. . A tow- .

target design, consisting of three pl~oad fins tapering

almost to a polntiat the nose,was also tested. A study :
.

was made of the influence of fabrfc,porosity on the dmag and ~

stability of tow targets of different shapes. Tests .w.e?w

also conducted to determine the relative merits of different

tow-target fabrics that were submitted to the”LMMG by .seveml

manufacturers. ..”

To study the stability c?wiracterfstlcsaf a rigid-tow

target resembling an airship, a I/lC-scale model was tested

In the NACA stability tunnel, and a 20-foot expertiental

target of this type was tested in the NACA 16-foot tunnel.

APPARATUS AND TWS?S

Full-size sleeve-type targets. - Pertinent dimensions

of the full-size Navy tow targets tested are @ven in

table I. Figure.1 shows a sketch of the streamline’target

designed at the LMAL. This target was constructed from

the fabric of a standard Mark XIV sleeve and had a rigid

sheet-dural nose..

The full-size targets

scale turinelby means of a

wer”emounted In the HACA full-

l/8-inch aircraft control cable

extending from the target bridle upstream 150 feet ‘to a
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pulley at the turning vanes and then downstream to.the.air-

plane support struts. . The drag of.the target was read

directly on.the wind-tunnel drag balance. Z%.Otographgof

two of these .turgetsin fliglhtIn the wind 4wnnel are shown

in figures 2 and 3. .. ...

.. One-third.-scaletow-target models”l- DrawtnEs are ~lven

in figure 4 of the l/3-scale models which were tested to

determine the relative merits of three basic tow-target

shapes; namely, the currently used cylindrical type, the

streamline form, and the truncated-cone shape recently.

developed In ~gland. These targets were constructed from

airplane fabric. The bridle wasfastened to a l/El-inch

steel ring sewed into the nose of the sleeve.

The balance designed for:testing the-1/3-sC&le models

was placed on the side of the wind-tunnel center line so

that the tests would not Interfere with the wind-tunnel

testing programt The models were towed by means of a....

l/16-inch aircraft control cable that extended upstre~n

30 feet from the bridle of the target to a pulley nounted in

the entrance cone and then down to a scale which measured

the drag.

Tests were made to detemlne the effscts of the alr

leakage through the fabric on the drag and stability of

several of the target models. l?OI? these teStS, tkle Po-

rosity of various sections of the fabric wa~ reduced
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. .

by bru&k~””&ese portions of the fabrlo with ”lightmot&?

oil. “ ““ , #
. ---- >- ,,..
In an attempt to improve th stability ti-a~aoteri%tios

& th6iatreainlinetarget (fig, L(b)), fins were added to the

sleeve”, “ !IMse modified sleeves are shown In fig- s(a)

and 5(b)a A tow-target design,”conslstimg of-three plywood

fins tip&ing atiost to a point ht :the.rinse,(f*g,,5(o) ),

was also tested. VI”SW1 ‘observatioti’were made to .atudy

“thestability oharacteristtoa of

readin~s were”taiken.’ ..

Various imd?:fioations(fi~.

these targets, but no drag”
. .

6)’were made to an’En@ikh

type sleeve to determine tie effeots on the drag and sta-

bll:ty charaoljetisticsof the sleeve resultlnC from minor

oMI@s in the “basicgeomel%lo form suoh as the length of

the sleeve, the shape of the “taperedportion, afi the size

of the nose diameter. To sim~dte the Impervious fabrio

ef *he tapered-seotlon of the Engli’sh“tar~et,the tapered

portion of these models WAS oiled.and the flat Mroulamr

tall plebe was left dry. ““ “ “ . - ,..

II& hodei’ishown in fiE~ 6(G.)MRS used for testfng

the relative porosity of the vari”ous”f’abries,Samples

of”the materials were “stikmj.ttedfor testing and the

ma~aotu&rs~ dedignatiohs.fbr themtxre as follows; “

Stan&lrd Navy tow-tar~bt olotlhwas us”edin the Marlc~V .

tar~et and atrplane fabrio was.used in the construotlon of
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modela. The”target drag was used as the

oompatlson of the relative merits of the

““different i’abrlcsSUM tted~ ‘

All the tests “ofthe “1~3-scaletow-target models were”

- conducted at the HACA full-scale.tunnel at velocities from

about 60 to 100 miles per hour. . . ..~ .

Rigid-tow-target design. -.A.hawing of a l/16-scale

rigid-tow-target model, which.-s Constructed of balsa wood

and tissue paper, Is given Zn fi~re 70. In order.to obtain

static stabillty, the center of .gravftywas moved forward

(to a Poslt~on about 0.3 of the length from the nose) by

placing weights In the nose. “ I ‘

Tests to determine the stabl.litycharacteristics of

this model were cunducted at the NACA stability tunnel,

which is of the closed-throat t~eb The model was mounted

in the wind tunnel by a fish line extending from the nose

of the model =bout 10 feet upstream and.attached to the upper

wall of the tunnel throat~ Visual observations.of the fllght

of the model were made through a glass panel in the test

section. Tunnel speeds up.to about MQ miles per hour

were used for these tests. . . .

Tests of a 20-loot ,experlmentaltarget o#’this type

were conducted at ‘theNACA.1~-foot “tunnel. ..Thtstarget

was constructed by the Navy and.was:geometricallysimilar to

the model shown h fi~re 7. The “locationof the center
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of gra#lty,

length from
-- .

whether the

however; waa approximately 0.5 of the target

the+nose. These tests were made”to determine
.-

target tiasstable with bhls

gravity looation.

The target warn~~ted In.the wind

rear center-of-

.“

tunnel by-means

a 3/32-inch fflroraf~~ontrol cable ext.endingfrom the

target nose to the upper surface of the entrance cone.

This setup is shown in f’lgure6 . . “Visualobservations

03?

were

made of the fll~ht of the target-at airspeeds up.to about

100 miles per hour.

RTSULTS AND DISCTJSSIOTJ ..

Full-size sleeve.type targets. - The measured dra~s of

““thefull-size ;?a~q~tow tarfletstested have been plotted “

a~ainst Indioated sea-level airspeed In fj..gure9 . Shes e

same results are shown replotted in the form of dra~ coef’-

flclents in figure 10 where the drag coefficient, based on

frontal area, is defined as

.

where

J) drag

P atr density (0.00238 slug per oubic foot at sea

level)

Vo free-stream velocity

Sf’ maxlmun frontal area ‘



The drag coefficients vE@ between 1.15 and 1.48 for the

range of test”veloc”itles,which is about in agreement with

flfght-test data. These values ’areabout 10.times higher

than would be expected from skin friction alone;.in fact,

they exceed the value of the drag coefficient for a flat

circular disk normal to the wind stream, which is about 1.11

(reference 2). The high drag of these targets is probably

associated with the energy required to pump the air through

g V02 is lostthe fabric. If the entire dynamic pressure

forcing a volume Q af air per second through the fabric,

the resultinp drag force is p;V~ and the corresponding drag

co6fflclent, 2Q/vosp For example, if the leakage quantit~

were such that the entrance velocity was one-half the free-

stream velocity, the resultant contribution to the total

drag coefficient would be 1.0.

No ch?agmeasurements are presented for the streamline

target designed at the L!E!L. In the first tests of this

target It failed to Inflate, except at the tail. The

fabric behind the nose and over most of the length remained

wrinkled and

only about 1

the peculiar

contracted so that the passa~e through it was

square foot in

shape taken by

This shape results from the

In order to reduce the

was soaked In water. When

cross section. h sketch of

the target is given in fl~~e Il.

leakage of air throug~ the fabric.

permeability of the fabric, It

tested, it inflated completely.
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The I?li@t was very unsteady, however, being characterized

by a snaking motion, especially toward the tail, accom-

panied by violent lateral oscillations of the target as a

whole. Due to these oscillations, no reliable drag

readings oould be taken; visual observations of the balance,

however, Indicated that the drag..wasmabout one-half to one-

thlrd that of the Hark ,XIVstandard tar~et.

One-third-scale models. w qhe drag coefficients of. .
the three basic tow-target shapes - cyltndrf.calsleeve

(Mark XIV), streamline sleeve with rln~ nose, and Ehglish

low-drag sleeve - are given in figure E for the dry-fabric

condition. These results.indicate that the latter two
. .

shapes are both superior to the Hark ~IV. The drag coef-

ficients obtained for the English

than one-half the values obtained

The effect of decreasing the

low-drag sleeve were less

for the Mark XIV model.

fabric pemeabillty pro-
.

gresslvely from the nose to the tail on the drag coeffi-

cient of the Mark XIV model is show. in figure 13. At

70 miles per hour the drag coefficient of the dry model

was 1.2, whereas with seven-eighths of the sleeve oiled
. . .

the drag coefficient was redyc.edto 0.8, With thts de-,.

crease In drag there was an accomp~ying decrease in sta-
.-

billtyo When the target was three-fourths (or mo~e) wet,.. .

the oscilla.tlonswere of such,amnature that rellable drag

readinga could not be taken at the higher airspeeds.
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In the oiled conditi.o.qthe.?treamline sle.evq(f@. 4(b))

was-unstable,even at.the lower wind-tupnel.velocities. An

attempt”was made to correct this Inatabllity .byadding three-..

fin tall surfaces to the model. The small three-fin plywood “

tail (fig. 5(a)) provad entirely inadequate. Although the

larger three-fin tail (fig. 5(b)) was somewhat more effective,

it did not provide satisfactory stability, The failure of

the fins to correct the Instability is due to the fact that
.. ...

any righting moment that the fins may produce is not trans-

mitted through the nonrigid fabric; consequently, the tail

of the target retains its snaking motion, The target model

shown in figure 5(c), consisting of fins only, may be con-.

sidered as the liniting case resulting from increasing the

fin area. The path described by this model in flight was

approximately a cone with the pulley in the support strut

as the apex. The peculiar nature of this flight may have

been the result of a slight twist or misalinement of the

fins and improper center-of-gravity location.

The results of the

were more satisfactory.

coefficients were.about

the dry Hark XIV model.

tests of the Enplish low-drag sleeve

When the fabric was dry, the drag

one-half the values obtained with

The results of tests made with the

tapered section of the target oiled are shown in figure.u.

The drag coefficient of this target at the hl~her wind-

tunnel speeds (about 100 miles per hour) was.O.36 or about

.
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2B percent of the”drag’ui?.,llhe,dry Mark ~IV model at the same
.

velocities.. The stabtlity.of this mod&l was wch more

satisfactory than any of the”other models tested in the

oiled condl”tion. At the lower airspeeds, the flight of-,

the model was characterized by some taj.1shaking and lateral

osc131attons of the target as a whole. The motions, how-

dver, we”re“hotof a violent nature. As the airspeed was

Increased, the lateral oscillations of the entire target

almost disappeared and the tall shaking was materially re-

duoed.

Since the area presented

1s small in comparison to the

several larger tarCets of the

to the gunner by thle target

orl@inal Hark T.IVsleeve’s

sane general cor.struction

were tested to deternlne the effect of increasing the

len~th of the sleeve while keeping the same nose and tall
these

diameters constant. The results of/tests are shown In fig-

ure Is. The change In drae coefficient with Increasing

length is sma-ll. At 100 tiles per hour,the draR coeffi-

cient of the 10-foot tcirgetis 0.02 greater than the corre-

sponding value for the Rnglish low-drag sleeve

(length = 4 feet 11 inches). This increase is negligible,

however, when compar”edto the increase in side area pre-

sented to the gunner.

The results of tests made to

changing the shape.of.the tapered

detemine the effects of

portion and nose diameter.-

—
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of the ~foot-qdel Or -the.mglish tme target are presen~

In flgures 16 and 17. Changing”the shape of,the tapered ,

portion reduced-the dragcoeff~clent of the d~ target about

0003 but had .llttleeffect on the.drag of the oiled sleeves.

Reducing the inlet opening reduced the drag coefficient of

the sleeve by 0.05., This reduction in drag is due to the

reduction in the qwntlty of air entering the sleeve, which

results in a smaller quantity of air.leaking out throu@ the

. fabric.

In general, changing the length of the sleeve, the shape

of the tapered section, and the nose diameter had little

effect on the stabi”lltycharacteristics of the =gllsh type

target. Assuming that the drag force.remainsessentially

constant for s~ll displacements of the sleeve frorlthe

neutral position, the restoring monent is a direct ~unction

of the.moment arm of tk.edrag force which is a.maximum when

the drag 1S located at the tall of the target.

The drag coefficients, based on mafinn. m-frontalarea,

for the English type sleeves ~sd-efrom the different fabrics
.

are plotted against indicated .airspeec’,.in fi~ure 18. NO “

results were obt~ned for.the,rayon fabric.~~since its

porosity was too Great and only a snail portion @ tho

rear of the sleeve was inflated. The drag coefficients of

the targets constructed of the other materials (fabrics B,

C, and D) =ried between O-b and 0,50, which Indicates
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that these fabrlos have a lower porosity than .theairplane
-. ... ... ,..”.

fabrlo used--in~~&vlo~ &&ts whlo.h,:in the dry Qondl.tlon,.
. .

%
hti a drag ooqffiolent d 0.60. Fabrlo C 4.sslightly ~

..
“b superior t.othe others,J. . . . . The porosity Or the tmgd +310th

used in the Mark XIV targets is about the ..s~ as “thatat

the air~lme ‘fabr~oand is much ~reater.$han...theporosit~

of fabrios B,..C,and D.
.. ..=. .

It should be noted that there may be some velocity

effect on the poro~lty of the fabric, and the drag results

may not apply exactly to a full-size target being towed at

high speeds. I?romtests of various fabrics by MacLennaq

(reference 3), the quantity of air flowing through the .

fabric Increases with pressure drop across the fabric at a

@ifferent rate for different fabrics. It is b.elleved,

however, that the relative merits of the fabrics as deter-

mined by these tests should not he affeqted greatly by

scale effect.

Rigid tow-target desl~. - The use of a rigid, stream-

line body, reseniblingan airsh$p, for high-speed tow~g

offers $he advantages of much lower drag than the qleeve-

type targets and stability through the use of fins.

~Tests of $he.1~16-sC.alerigld=tow~targpt model (fig. ‘7)

In the N~CA .sta~llitytunnel showed. .

stable at alz wind-t~el spe@s* .

that this model was very

As.thp airspeed Increased
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the steadiness of the model also increased and, at velocities
..

over about 100 miles per hour, the model assumed an extremely

steady attitude in the throat of the wind tunnel. No drag

measurements of this model were made. It is believed, how-

ever, that the drag coefficient of the tarCet, based on

maximum cross-sectional area, Is of the order of’0.09, which

is about one-fifteenth that of the Mark XIV sleeve.

The 20-foot experimental tar&et tested in the NACA 16-

foot tunnel was fopnd to be stable through the range of

airspeeds tested (about 70 to 100 files per hour) but ex-

hibited a rotational tendency which wound up ths cables at-

tached to the target. Th!s was probably dl~eto a slight

twist in the tall surfaces and skmuld not prove to be very

serious. Since pert’ectallnement of thp fins Zs difficult

to obtain, It is suggested that ar.effective swivel be in-

corporated In the cie9iCnto compensate for the resulting

rotation.

The addition of fins to this type of target is neces-

sary inasmuch as bodf.esof this shape are aerodynamically

unstable. An analysis kas been made of’the fin area re-

quired to obtain neutral stability for this type of tar&et.

The results of this a.nal~sisare presented in figure 19 as

curves of total fin area required against target length for

targets which are Ceonetrically similar to the model shown

in figure 7.
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To estfmate from fi~re 19 the fin area required for a

-.. .target .of,@ven leng~.and oenter-of-gravity locatt.on~find. . .

the coinciding point.of target length and center-of-gravity

> location and read to the left for the fin area.
.

In order to obtain the f’inarea requiredfor a target

having a tail with aspect ratio other than 3.25, the correc-

tion factor K can be applied by using the rel’ation

St = K(st)A=3Q25
where St Is the total area of the four fins.

Mnce these results provide for neutral stability only

and for a tow target of this type a fair degree of stab5.lity

is desirable, it 5.srecommended that the fln area obtained

for neutral stablllty be multiplied by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0.:
. Towing cable. - In presenting the drag results of the

tow targets..no consideration has been riven to the drag of

the cable which must be taken intmoaccount when estimating

the horsepower required to tow the target, This cable drag

would be materially reduced.if a low-drag target such as

the rigid type were used which permits the use of towlines

of smaller size and less drag.

Experience has shown that cable length is an important

factor In the stability of a towed body, and an analysts by

Glauert (reference 4) Indicates that a short wire Is a

factor which tends to produce instability. NO difficulty

should be encountered with the long towllnes used ir~practice.
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CONCLU131NGREMARKS

1. The drag coefficients obtained for the full-size

Navy tow targets were high and exceeded the value for a

flat circular disk normal to the wind stream. This high

drag was found to be due to high fabric poro~lty.

2. A tow target of the lMgMsh type, which has a tall

diameter larger than the nose diameter and restricts the

major portion of the air leakafleto the blunt tail, has

about one-quarter the drac coefficient of the standard

cylindrical sleeves and has adequate stability.

3. Reducing the permeability of the fabrics reduced

the drag of all the targets tested but also decreased their

stability. The stability of the ~~glinh t~e targets was

least affected by reductions In the fabric porosity. The

cylindrical and the streamline sleeves, however, were un.

stable when the fabrfc was impervious.

4. Conventional fins to Improve the stabillty of

fabric targets are not effective due to the failure of the

nonrigid fabric to transmit the stabilizing loads to the

body.
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5. A rigid-type tow target, resembling an airship,

.,sh~ulmd.-

target

s

@ve about one-fifteenth

and sufficient stability.,

the,.-.

for

.

drag of the Mark XIV .
,,. . -..

towing at high speeds.

. .

,. ., .

I Langley Menmrlal Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Fieid, Vs., July 3, 1943: .
.

. .
. .

.“. ,.

.

—
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Figure 2.- Two views of the Ml&k-XIV (standard) tow target in the
NACA full-scale tunnel.
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Figure 3.- fio views of the Mark-VII tow target in the NACA
full-scale tunnel.
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F@ure 8. - &cationof 20-foot rigidtargetIn the LNAL 16-foot tunnel.
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Figure11. - Shapeof streamlinetargetin flightin the NACA full-scaletunnelwith
fabricdryo
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